
TEACHING EVALUATIONS: Amid Motavallizadeh Ardakani

Q.9 Would you recommend this Instructor to a friend?
Q.10 Compared with other instructors at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, how well
did this instructor communicate the course material?

Course Q9 Q10 Responses Enrollment Q9 Ave Q10 Ave

Intermediate Microeconomics: Spring 2017 4.75 4.75 8 16 3.54 3.79

Principles of Microeconomics: Fall 2016 4.56 4.56 27 60 3.71 3.81

Economic Development: Spring 2016 5.00 4.91 11 11 3.74 3.83

Principles of Macroeconomics: Fall 2015 3.22 3.37 19 40 3.37 3.51

Principles of Microeconomics: Spring 2015 3.58 3.53 20 40 3.67 3.75

Principles of Microeconomics: Fall 2014 4.36 4.30 45 59 3.71 3.66

Note:

1. The evaluations are based on a five point scale (1=poor, 5=excellent).

2. “Avg” stands for average which is the average score point of the individual questions across all instructors who have

taught similar level courses.

Select Comments
Intermediate Microeconomics

Amid is a great teacher. One of the best I have had at UWM. Really knows how to get the best out of his

students and really knows his Economics. I really enjoyed his teaching and hope to run into him and chat

in future years to come. Great guy.

Most engaged professor I have ever encountered at UWM.

Amid was by far one of the best professors I’ve ever had at this university. He genuinely cared about his

students and tried to make sure that we weren’t just going through the motions of solving a problem or just

drawing graphs but that we understood exactly what was going on to cause something to happen. I loved

his teaching style and his approach to homework and exams. There never were any surprises and he always

asked things about what we learned.
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A teacher who actually cares about individuals and real life problems. Very motivational and interested in

his lectures and makes it interesting for the class.

He did a great job teaching us more in depth about microeconomics and was always willing to answer any

questions we had. He seemed to really love his job.

This class is significantly harder than Econ 103, but he explains the concepts well and is willing to help you.

Principles of Microeconomics

I took Amid’s Econ 103 class in fall 2016 and it went very well. He was always willing to help people and

answer their questions if they set up an appointment, even shortly before the exams. He used a lot of

examples that were funny and also helped make microeconomics concepts easier to understand. I definitely

would recommend this professor.

Amid is the best professor I have had at UWM. He is always willing to help and responds to emails promptly

(within 30 minutes in most cases). His lectures are very clear and you go over every bit of material that

will be on the exam. He thoroughly covers all of the material in a way that is engaging and clear. Highly

recommend taking his class.

Best teacher at UWM.

Professor Ardakani was easily one of the best instructors I’ve ever had.

Amid did an outstanding job of actually helping students and making sure they knew material.

The instructor of the course was very clear in the start of the semester of the set rules and expectations from

students attending his course. Quickly to help students when they asked question and was very understand-

ing.

My class with Amid was by far one of my best at UWM. He is one of the few instructors that shows true

compassion for his students and cares for their success. He personally pushed me to succeed inside the

classroom and invited me to his fitness class where he has changed my outlook on personal health. Amid is

truly a fantastic professor and person.
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